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Chuck was born and raised in Minnesota where his first writing job was an outdoors
column for a local newspaper while he was still in high school. He earned a degree in physics
and a master’s degree in human resources. After a career as an Air Force fighter pilot and
commander he wrote a couple dozen articles for major outdoor magazines. His first two books
were non-fiction. They taught survival by using real-life stories as examples. He followed
them with Angels Three Six, a collection of about thirty from-the-cockpit stories from his
adventures in supersonic fighter jets. Chuck’s first novel was The Big Woods, based on the
incredible true story of a soldier in the Indian and Civil Wars. Next came Asher, the story of a
first century Roman soldier in King Herod’s Guard who was sent to Bethlehem in the middle of
the night to assassinate all the baby boys. The novel follows Asher for thirty-three years as he
is tormented by his action and pursued by vengeful residents of Bethlehem.
By February 2017, Chuck added Lazarus Arise, The Shepherd, Rogue 6, and Exposure:
A Story of Survival and Intrigue to his list of published works, and it appears there are yet
more to come..

Chuck is married to his soul-mate, Marian (his editor) they have three grown children and
nine grandchildren. They live near Spokane Washington.
http://www.chucklehmanauthor.com

Continue below for information about member’s books.
(Includes Amazon™/Kindle™ ASIN codes)

Angels Three Six

B00KMJXQR8

Strap into a mortar-fired parachute, a rocket powered ejection
seat and fly with Col Chuck Lehman in the fastest single engine jet
fighter ever built, the F-106 Dart. Feel the exhilaration of hurtling
through the blue at a mile every 2.35 seconds, the “G” forces and
the satisfaction of keeping the bad guys out of our airspace. You’ll
laugh at some of these stories, sweat out a few and ask, “How could
he have been so stupid?” in others. These confessions bare it
all. Sense what it was like to live and work as a fighter pilot in an
environment of huge egos, unbridled confidence and an eagerness
to push it to the edge - - and sometimes over it. As Chuck says,
“Just keep the pointy end forward.” Also get acquainted with the
F-102, F-86, Harrier, T-33 too - - and even the ubiquitous Gooney
Bird. ISBN: 0-9788507-9-3 CALCObooks, 13811 S Finney St, Medical Lake, WA 99022.
$19.95 Signed/Personalized Copies

The Big Woods

B007SQ4CTE

The Big Woods is based on the true story of Willie Meyer
who as a sixteen year old imigrant in the Minnesota Territory
becomes the head of a family of seven when his father vanishes in
the huge hardwood forest near their homestead. He learns his father
was murdered and sets about to find the killer. His quest is
interrupted when Willie is enticed into the Union Army by Anson
Primault, an unscrupulous draft evader and confederate operative
who double crosses WLT. Primault systematically isolates WLT
from Louisa, the woman he loves, in a plot to win her for himself.
Through two wars they strive to re-establish contact, while WLT
battles the mounted braves of the Sioux Nation on the plains of
Dakota Territory, and the Confederates in North Carolina. He
continues to assemble and organize clues to his father's murder.

Asher

B00HNZ6TTG

Asher and his best friend are lured into the first century Roman
army by a kind soldier. Both are assigned to King Herod’s
Guard. Before they realize they are working for a murderous
madman, the jealous king sends them to ride into Bethlehem in the
middle of the night to kill all the baby boys. The horrific event
leaves Asher agonized by guilt, especially since he has roots
in Bethlehem.
The fathers of two of the babies he killed swear revenge and
join the anti-Rome Zealot movement intent on tracking Asher
down. The chase whirls through Judea, and the NegevDesert where
Asher and his platoon are ambushed by Zealot horsemen and fight
them on camel-back.
Asher is married and has a son of his own, which intensifies
his guilt. While on a kidnapping mission in Galilee he
meets Y’shuah, a young Jewish prophet, who claims to be the promised Messiah. They meet
again on a hill called Golgatha and finally outside an empty tomb near Jerusalem. ISBN: 9781-936178-29-2 Gray Dog Press, Spokane, WA
CALCObooks, 13811 S Finney St, Medical Lake, WA 99022 $19.95 signed copies

Lazarus Arise

B007R0NPW6
Lazarus and Y'shuah (Jesus' Hebrew name) grow up like
brothers in the hills of Galilee. Both apprentice to their fathers as
builders and carpenters until tragedy forces them to support their
families. Lazarus refuses to believe his friend could be the Messiah
of the Jews. He moves with his sisters to Judea and works alone until
he suffers a crippling injury. His sisters learn that Y'shuah has
become known in Galilee as a healer and teacher, so they summon
him. Lazarus suffers an agonizing death. Four days later he hears his
friend's voice calling him to come out of the tomb. His resurrection
makes Lazarus a marked man. He is sentenced to die by the
Sanhedrin Court for speaking about the miracle, but is offered a
reprieve if he will keep silent. Lazarus sees Jesus crucified and in
desperation flees to Galilee, where he is captured by a ruthless manhunter.

The Shepherd

Rogue 6

B00HJBN4P6
A simple shepherd witnesses angels announcing Jesus'
birth, but finds he is an outcast for speaking of the event. For
three decades he is plagued by guilt, yet unsure what his
supposed to do. Twice he meets the Messiah and is again
shocked and awed as he begins to recognize his role in God's
plan. An encounter with an old enemy finally causes him to
commit to a key role in early Christianity.

B01H7N8G2G
Fighter pilot Rusty Markham is tasked with the most
horrific mission imaginable. He can see no way to accomplish it
without killing his best friend. As Rusty lights the afterburner of
his F-106, the hottest book in the air, and arms his missiles, he
realizes he will not be returning either. He will have to eject over
hostile waters with scant chance of rescue.

Exposure

B01H5W4V64
High adventure photojournalist Jillian Adams and retired combat
fighter pilot Cal Cunningham learn that pulling back from their dangerous
careers does not offer personal safety. When their light aircraft goes down
in remote wilderness they struggle to survive and reach civilization, but
find they are being pursued by a ruthless killer who is determined to
prevent them from delivering a damning photo. The ordeal brings them
closer to a God they had both virtually forgotten - - and to each other.
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